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Maruti Suzuki’s NEXA touches one million hearts  

o A first ever initiative that goes beyond selling cars by creating a new retail experience 
for the customers 

o NEXA is the 3rd largest brand in the Indian Auto Industry 
 
New Delhi, 03 October 2019: Maruti Suzuki India announces its premium retail channel; NEXA has 

successfully sold over 1 million vehicles. NEXA was launched as a premium retail channel by Maruti 

Suzuki in 2015. Designed to offer a global car buying experience to its customers, every NEXA 

experience bears Hospitality, Innovative Technology and a 

Global Lifestyle. Driving forth the NEXA values of Create 

and Inspire, in a short span of four years, NEXA has 350+ 

outlets covering more than 200 cities across the country. 

Speaking on the accomplishment, Mr. Shashank 

Srivastava, Executive Director (Marketing & Sales), 

Maruti Suzuki India Limited, said, “NEXA has rapidly 

grown to become a successful and fastest growing 

automobile retail channel in India. At NEXA, we have 

focused on making the car buying and car ownership a 

smooth and hassle free experience. We are proud and 

delighted to have achieved the benchmark of one million NEXA customers. This is a testament of our 

commitment towards providing the newest technologies to our customers. We thank all our 

customers for their continuous support in NEXA’s growth across India.” 

With the first NEXA showroom in 2015, NEXA has touched the imagination of young and aspirational 

customers. The testimony to this is nearly half of NEXA customers are under 35 years of age. These 

customers are well travelled and technology savvy. They always strive for innovative and unique 

experiences in life. 

Extending its services beyond showroom for the customers, NEXA has successfully forayed into the 

domains of Fashion, Music and Journeys. One such, first of its kind, initiative is NEXA Music, which is 

aimed to create Original English Music in India mentored by the maestro A.R. Rahman and headlined 

by four celebrated musicians. NEXA has also created multiple unique experiences by collaborating 

with iconic lifestyle properties like IIFA and Lakme Fashion Week. 

Aimed at offering products backed by inspiration, premium-ness and innovation, NEXA offers a 

range of vehicles across segments, including flagship S-Cross, Bold Baleno, Elegant Ciaz, Peppy Ignis 

and recently launched premium MPV, the all new XL6. These products are backed by the latest 

technologies like Suzuki Connect, Smart Hybrid, Smartplay Infotainment System, NEXA Safety Shield, 

and Automatic Transmission to provide the finest customer experience. 

NEXA showrooms have been designed in a monochromatic theme that helps showcase the displayed 

vehicles in their full glory. Special attention has been given to in store lighting wherein the entire 



spotlight is on the car. A dedicated in-showroom delivery area, with LEDs and music, manifold 

brightens up the customer's biggest moment of joy – car delivery. 
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